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Shakespeare's words in King John, Act V:
This England never did, nor never shall
Lie at the proud foot of a conqueror,
But when it first did help to wound itself.…

A GENERAL REARRANGEMENT IS IMMINENT By Arnis Luks
As an impressionable young person, I sat under the political tutorage of my father. He had experienced firsthand the ravages of war, the occupation by military forces from two enemy states across war-torn Europe.
These military advances caused widespread destruction, dislocation, and significant waves of pre and post-war
immigration, eventually to Australia. My father was described as a Balt; a displaced person coming from the Baltic
states. His warnings of the effects on the ground under military dictatorships, whether of the fascist or socialist
types, as both being particularly brutal with little respect for human life. For the record, many books carry similar
narratives of widespread brutality and mass murder conducted by western powers, during and post-war, against
many-millions of POWs:
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Bacque_J-Crimes_and_Mercies.pdf
Within the process of conducting a war, once the policy had been agreed upon, a centralised power structure is
the most realistic approach to ensure the policy is achieved. Strong leadership is essential. But we are not at war.
The Australian Federal Parliament has 40 bills before them for this parliamentary session. The primary bill is
the Climate Target which will shut down, as did Covid, our whole economy (as the world-government policy being
adhered to). Changing governments did not achieve a change in policy direction. Compounding on this climate
shut-down policy is hyper-inflation, which will exacerbate the economic shut-down, probably causing a run on
the banks requiring a bail-in or bail-out and also confiscating any private funds still held in the banks. The bailin—bail-out legislation/s (with confiscation of funds) has been enacted with the full support of all political parties
to the detriment of the long-suffering, and soon to be financially impoverished public. We will see the results as it
unfolds to reveal who each political grouping has actually been working for – ‘you cannot get figs from thistles’.
Foundational Thinking Captured
The infiltration of foreign ideologies (even under a supposed Christian banner), currently holds sway over
public opinion. This has resulted in the deconstruction of our institutions and even holy sacraments such as
marriage, the family, society, the Scriptures and the Creeds. What is practised is more aligned towards LiberalJudaism or Puritanism; which needs to be re-viewed under the discipline of the Canon or Natural Law - that which
is true for all peoples, for all time, and for all places. How can we look again at our Constitutional arrangements
without first revisiting our True Christian Heritage from whence we came?
			https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Australian_Heritage_Series.pdf
Having re-read the booklet ‘Australian Heritage Series’ and reiterated the basic tenets of the True Christian
faith on the development of our own cultural history; it cannot be understated. The Athanasian Creed is the
template for our living Limiting Constitutional Monarchy, with government existing across divisions-of-power,
‘Neither confounding the Persons : nor dividing the Substance’ – a Trinity in Unity – Executive to rule –
Legislative to administer and create true Law (being one law for all) – and Judiciary to adjudicate the validity as
for all time for all people and for all places.
Law should be a constant for all times, all places and all peoples; and should be as difficult to alter as once was
the Common Law, and as it is to amend our Constitution. 40 Bills before parliament is an imposition of legislative
tyranny at the behest of world government.

Development of Thinking

https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Douglas%20CH%20-%20Economic%20Democracy.pdf

The first chapter in ‘Economic Democracy’ by
CH Douglas emphasises how fixed ideas can blind-side
a person's thinking. To change one's point of view, at
times, may require a mammoth effort of re-search and
re-consideration – turning away from where we are going
– re-penting. Such was the fixed thinking around Covid
and the jab – that is, until the adverse effects surfaced
- reports of doubling of historical death-rate-trends for
certain young-ish age groups.
Having both fascism and socialism as emphasised
enemies across 1940's Europe; instinctively causes some
intellectual re-alignment towards its supposed opposite:
capitalism and/or individualism. Reading Douglas for
the umpteenth time in order to glean the depth of what he
was writing, I concluded that all forms of collectivism,
regardless of labels, and also rampant individualism to
the exclusion of all others, are each detrimental to the
other individuals in society and society generally.
The Puritan is focussed on individualism for themselves,
but all others are to adhere to the Puritan’s policy
objectives. Neo-Liberalism and Libertarianism are both
Puritan aligned, not taking into account the effects of
policy towards thy neighbour. Darwinism may be another
descriptor for this philosophical thinking of dominance.
Promoting The Right Civil - Civic Environment
There must be ‘sufficient freedom’ for every
individual to love God. In this ‘sufficiency of
freedom’, he is also to love his neighbour as himself.
This isn’t about law, but rather promoting the right
civic environment whereby the individual can readily
secure the physical necessities of life:- food, clothing,
shelter. Insecurity of these necessities results in the
deconstruction of community-trust whereby each person
sets borders of defence around themselves and their
immediate family resulting in the breakdown of the
social credit (cohesion), the bonding within society.
As economic security is achieved, the potential
to consider the welfare of your neighbour grows
accordingly. Economic-security is more fundamental,
and of more import than legislative rights or freedoms,
even though these too are important.
The shutting down of the world’s economy (to destroy
the world in order to rebuild the world in their image)
is the policy-objective of the great reset - WEF, UN,
WHO, regardless of the potential adverse effect for many
millions to suffer or die. They are insane - sick unto
death. Our government is doing their bidding. A pagan
death-cult has taken over the administration of the world.
How To Think
Everything we have previously ‘been taught’ must be
doubted, re-examined and re-learnt anew.
Dr Tom Cowan has looked at decades of studies that
explain the disease state and dispenses accordingly with
the germ/virus theory as a pathogenic factor.
ON TARGET

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/CivTSuEjw6Qp/
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Hume_ED-Bechamp_Or_Pasteur.pdf

Many Doctors and Medical Scientists are challenging
the efficacy of the jab, masks and the justification for the
lockstep/lockdown.
Dr Iain McGilchrist has uncovered ‘the process of
thought’ within our divided brain. His discovery will
require many elements of Psychiatry and Psychology to
be re-visited by these novel (new) revelations.
Scientists and Engineers for 9-11 Truth are
challenging back the media-created narrative of the 9-11
twin towers (plus building 7) collapse.
Meteorologists and physicists are challenging the
evidence of the climate - global warming narrative.
Theologians are challenging back the re-interpretation
of our ancient scriptures.
Our world has been based on lies for a considerable
time. We must again uncover or rediscover the Truth.
The first Truth may be to look again at the correct – the
True and natural boundaries of government.
The pursuit of 'empire' is as old as man.
Administrations and government have always been
corruptible. Leading civic, ecclesiastical and industrial
figures are also corruptible. In spite of this, across
thousands of years those same institutions we consider as
our cultural inheritance, have been made to work to some
degree, giving some benefit, (not full benefit) towards the
people. The pursuit of this and other Truth is a discipline
not easily approached without a great deal of effort.
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/francis-bacon/
The (1561-1626) Baconian-Scientific-Method has
fostered rapid technological advancement of the sciences,
physics and the industrial arts, which has produced the
potential for a time of material security and leisure, or,
the terror of atomic warfare. Harnessing of this massive
potential is a moral question for this age. The illustration
of poverty amidst material-plenty shows the actual
administrative disparity of the precious jewel we have
been given, that we appear to be incapable of recognising
the True value of that great gift of material security from
God. Seek and you will find – but you must seek first,
and then all these things will be given unto you.
Our Christian Roots Limited That Tyranny
This week I scanned into our online archives the
document ‘Australian Heritage Series’, containing
the following three essays: ‘Australia’s Constitutional
Heritage’ by Dr David Mitchell, ‘The Christian Roots of
Representative Government’ by Rev. Arthur Fellows and
‘The Church and the Trinity’ by Dr Geoffrey Dobbs.
These 3 essays record the wealth and depth of our
own cultural inheritance, that, once grasped, can be
instrumental in turning again towards Christ – re-penting.
We are experiencing the collapse of our culture, a culture
historically embedded and grounded with Christian
principles; the (bed)rock from which has been built our
civilisation, our institutions and our nation.
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Our manipulated diversion from this True path onto
a pagan footing has demonstrated itself to be heading
towards a hell on earth. The Baconian Scientific Method
placed upon these observations substantiates 'you cannot
get figs from thistles'. Garbage in – garbage out.
Both Climate and Covid policy will/have shut down
the economies of the Western World. There is no actual
emergency from either. This policy is emanating from
the apex of the pyramidal structure of world government.
The heart-centre of this political-industrial-religious
power is centralised-finance. The age of the tyrant is
back, and they issue policy directives by ‘decree’.
Chief Medical Officers have recently been given
further extraordinary new powers through various
legislative instruments. The divine right of kings was
morphed to become the divine right of Parliament. This
divine right has been further morphed to become divine
right of the moneyed-power through the agencies and
other instruments managed by Central Banks.
Finance has been deceptively weaponized to centralise
political power into very few hands. The administrative
bureaucracy working through these central bodies is just
another instrument for control of the people.
The Natural Law
Why must man be free? So as to choose to do the
right, the True, the virtuous. The question this civilization
is being asked by the centralising of economic, cultural
and political power requires a moral answer. If man does
not choose to be free, moral and responsible, someone
else will quickly choose for them and take away what
little bit of economic, cultural and political independence
they hold. This is what we see with WEF, UN, and WHO.
They wish to rule the world, which means rule you and
in every manner possible - even your thoughts.
Achieving Harmony
Education, the Arts, the Economy, and especially
the Church are not the True domains for government.
Each of these disciplines is worthy of an entire study
by themselves. The government's True justification
for existence – locus standi - is to provide the correct
environment for these disciplines and society to prosper.
Modern technology has centralised the ‘means of
production’ into a community function. This function
has been further centralised to extend across nations to
world monopoly. The means of production is not an evil
within itself. The monopoly control is the evil.
Transport of this monopolised production to the
world’s markets is an environmental scandal that needs
to be rectified. Each nation should produce for its own
needs as it is able, devolving further, even to the point
of each State or Province the same. This is the first
legitimate environmental consideration.
The second legitimate environmental consideration is of
enduring quality - longevity of the finished production
that also needs addressing.
Unless the debt-based monetary system is reconciled
ON TARGET

to the real world of material plenty, no satisfactory and
lasting environmental solution can be forthcoming.
King Charles III
This week has taken a few not unexpected turns.
While Charles III has been officially accepted as King
over the Commonwealth, many avenues of media
attack against him have already opened up. While the
mainstream media have not brought out the big guns
to destroy him, yet, a lot of smaller players do not
necessarily wish him well.
When Archbishop Stephen Langton and the Barons
held King John to account at Runnymede 1215, their
objective was to cause King John to yield by upholding
the ancient rights of all throughout the land, rather than
destroy the institution of monarchy. The beheading of
Charles I was an attack against the institution that saw a
republic under Oliver Cromwell come into existence.
My take on the attacks against King Charles III are,
that each time he is personally attacked, whether true or
no, this becomes another slur against the institution and
will be used by the enemy in their attempt to collapse
the British Commonwealth of Nations by destroying
the Monarchy. The Institution of Monarchy is far more
important than just the man with those same human
weaknesses we all may carry. The Voice is another
mechanism to fragment our society still further. Political
Parties the same, causing each of us into warring and
combative tribes for ready manipulation. The Institution
of Monarchy of which the money-power fear, has the
capacity to unite us as one people. Value the Christian
Monarchy, as that necessary form to unite us in times of
peril. The treachery is great and the time is foreboding.
King Charles III is being placed between the moneyed
power responsible for the great reset with world
government, and the people on the ground feeling the
effects of these disastrous great-reset policies. The Kingand-our-civic-institutions are being lined up as various
barriers between themselves-as-culprits and the people.
Each crisis achieves incremental opportunities for
further coordinated and centralised decisions to be
imposed by worldly powers. As if local people could not
decide these things and manage for themselves; including
no action at all. Our succession of differing parliaments
continues with the imposition of the evolving world
government centralised ‘policy-by-decree’.
The UN, our parliaments, bureaucracy, industry,
and all forms of media and education are all following
orders; with no personal accountability for wrongs done.
How many chief medical officers and doctors are being
held to account for the adverse events of the jab – none.
How many teachers and bureaucrats are being held to
account for the damage done to our children by lockstep/
lockdown, jab and genderism studies? - none. This is
a demonstration of the ultimate form of irresponsible
bureaucracy. This is a moral crisis brought into existence
by the centralisation of financial, political, religious,
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industrial, educational and media elements.
The Athanasian Creed
The British under Oliver Cromwell attempted a
republic, but quickly returned to a monarchy.
The British model of Limited Constitutional Monarchy
evolved across thousands of years of experimentation
and evolution, towards not just monarchy, but towards
Trinitarianism, with the balancing of powers across
the differing branches, unifying under a system of
government of specifically limited powers - unity
and diversity. Limiting Constitutionalism defines the
boundaries of those powers allocated for government.
Our Constitution, managed through our politicians,
bureaucracy and the courts, has not held back this
limiting power over the federal government and
bureaucracy since the Franklin Dam decision in 1983.
What we are witness to, is the centralised power over
and above all governments, being the consequence of the
weaponised monetary-system spanning many hundreds
of years. This central financial power has many branches
to administer despotic influence across the world.
UN and its branches is but one arm of this power.
Bretton Woods, IMF and World Bank just another.
IPCC, WEF and WHO simply others of the same ilk.
Rothschild, as a name, does not denote a single
family, but rather a group of families controlling
monopolised credit-creation through central banks.
Rockefeller, as another name, denotes significant control
over educational and industrial institutions directly linked
to oil, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and also of finance.
BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street, as names,
denote despotic power above nations and across multiple
industries, think tanks, and research and development
organisations.
All are leading to, or facilitated for their advantage,
this pyramid of powers being consolidated to the point
where national governments find it impossible to resist
their inordinate influence over policy.
All these occurrences across many centuries, are a
continuation of the same centralising policy towards
‘empire’.
A Timely Review Of Our Arrangements
If we are to open meaningful dialogue of the
shortcomings of each model of constitutionalism, then
first we need to identify how each model has been
subverted in order to put in place future safeguards
against any recurrence.
More than 100 years ago United States was enacting
anti-monopoly laws. I hold a book about John D.
Rockefeller in which is mentioned that around the turn
of the 20th century he had earned in one year more profit
than the federal government of the United States received
in taxes and charges. In today's terms that would appear
somewhere around the trillion dollar mark across one
year. This level of concentration of wealth was similar to
the 16-1700s Dutch East India company and the British
ON TARGET

East India company et cetera et cetera et cetera.
We have always had significant corruption within the
hallways of power, regardless of the institution.
None, not one centralised model of power is beyond
corruption, not one. Any constitutional rethink needs to
take these on-the-ground facts into consideration.
The power of legislating for your own advantage is the
realm not generally considered nor discussed. This,
however, is of vital import that must also be taken into
account. Licensing, what would otherwise be considered
illegal, circumvents any judicial hope of relief. Law must
be for all people, for all times and in all places – the king,
the bureaucrat, the industrialist, the banker, the people.
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Bank-of-England-Charter-1694.pdf

The Charter of the provisions of The Bank of England
Act 1694
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Federal%20Reserve%20Act.pdf

President Woodrow Wilson signed the Federal Reserve
Act in December 1913, culminating three years of
discussion over the development of a central bank.
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Bretton%20Woods%20Agreements%20Act.pdf

In 1962 the Bretton Woods Agreement Act was
established. Each of these legislative acts or treaties have
compounded the centralising of monetary power over
and above nation-states.
History of the Commonwealth Bank of Australia
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Faulkner_CC-Commonwealth_Bank_of_Australia.pdf

The real history of the ‘benevolence’ of the policy of
the Commonwealth Bank of Australia towards the people
of Australia has been faithfully recorded to demonstrate
what a True banking policy can achieve, even in a time
of war. We have been here before. Its just that we have
forgotten and gone to sleep on our watch, when we
most-needed to be vigilant, vocal and true Australian
patriots. CH Douglas de-centralised monetary policy
even further with the National Credit Authority, National
Dividend and Consumer Price Subsidy, to place sufficient
purchasing power at the disposal of each individual to
purchase in totality what had been produced in totality.
A decentralising financial mechanism to overcome the
tyranny of centralised finance once and for all.
A monetary-vote issued equally to all, of equal or greater
importance than the political-vote. 		
***
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